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Sources
This presentation follows two recent articles:
“Druckerpresse statt Hammer“, by Prof. Dr. Thomas Kaufmann.
Published in the German “Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung”,
31.10.2016, Nr. 254, S. 6
A royalty-free version is available here:
http://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/die-gegenwart/reformationstagdruckerpresse-statt-hammer-14504788.html; accessed October
2017, and
"Schwang Luther 1517 tatsächlich den Hammer?" by Prof. Dr. Daniel
Jütte, published in the German “Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung”,
18.6.2014, accessible for free here:
http://www.faz.net/aktuell/feuilleton/geisteswissenschaften/thesena
nschlag-schwang-luther-1517-tatsaechlich-den-hammer12994372.html?printPagedArticle=true#pageIndex_0
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Popular imagination has it that …
• Luther himself put
up the Theses
• The posting was a
big event
• There were a
hammer and some
nails involved
Do we know this to
be true?
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A myth is born …
• Ever since 1617 the
event of “nailing the
theses” has been
mythicized …
– As an act of rebellion
against the almighty
Catholic Church
– … add in national pathos
in 1917 when Germany
was at war
– … the hammer as a
symbol: A lone hero’s
tool, smashing the
established order

Questions were raised …
• What if this hammering never happened
on that October 31st?

<expletive>
(German)

Questions were raised …
1. Were the Theses actually “nailed” to the door?
2. If so, who did the hammering?
3. What, if anything, was posted on the door of
the Castle Church that night of October 31st?

So, what DO we know?

What we know
• The event is not
witnessed by Luther
himself
• We have statements
from Philipp Melanchthon
(10 years after)
• We have a note from
Luther’s secretary
Georg Rörer
• But: Neither of them was
an eyewitness

How to invite for a public debate?
• We know church door
through the Middle Ages
were used as “bulletin
boards”
• Not only were such
postings tolerated, but
they were often
mandated
• For example, subpoenas
to the Holy See became
legally effective only by
posting them on the
doors of the Curia’s
residence/office

How to invite for a public debate?
• We also know of the
practice to post the
names of
excommunicated
members on the doors of
their own parish and
others nearby
• 1st insight: Posting on
church doors was
nothing special, but
rather a routine activity
in academic circles

How to invite for a public debate?
• What exactly did the
door of the Castle
Church look like in
Luther’s times?
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How to invite for a public debate?
• How exactly did the door
of the Castle Church look
like in Luther’s times ?
We don’t know.
• We DO know that rather
than nailing notices,
non-destructive means
were used to affix things
• We have reports of
people gluing, tagging or
affix papers with wax
• 2nd insight: No nailing.
No hammer.
But rather glue or wax.

How to invite for a public debate?
• We have the rules of the
Theological Faculty on
how to call for a public
disputation
• Remember: This was the
normal way to conduct
academic debate
• These rules call for
posting announcements
on not one, but several
church doors across the
city
--> Rörer’s note confirms
this practice

How to invite for a public debate?
• The rules of Theological
Faculty stipulate that
not the disputant, but
rather the university’s
beadle would deploy the
invitations
• A beadle (also: pedell,
bedell) is the
clerk/usher/order
keeper/…
• 3rd insight: Luther
likely did not post the
95 Theses himself;
rather some clerk did!
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Popular imagination has it WRONG!
that …
• Luther himself put
up the Theses
• The posting was a
big event
• There were
hammer & nails
were involved
Did,then the posting
of the 95 Theses
happen … at all?
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What was actually posted?
• To be put up all around
town, announcements
were printed as posters
Do we then have a copy?
Nope. The original prints are
lost to history.
• But: We have a copy of
the first re-print: The
Leipzig Print
• And the details of this
copy help us understand
what really happened in
1517 …

What’s in a print?
• It has a handwritten note
• It has fold marks
as from being sent
in a letter …

?

What’s in a print?
• It has a handwritten note
• It has fold marks
as from being sent
in a letter …
• The numbering is a
mess …
• … suggesting there
are just 87 Theses!

More Questions arise from here
1. What does the
hand-written note
say?
2. Whose hand-writing
might this be?
3. What does this tell
us about the events
around October
31st, 1517?
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Whose hand-writing?
• The note says:
"In 1517, on the last
day in October,
indulgences where
first attacked"

• The hand-writing
identified to be that
of Johannes Lang
• He‘s a fellow
Augustinian in
Erfurt‘s monastery

"Anno 1517 ultimo
Octobris, vigilie Omnium
sanctorum, indulgentie
primum impugnatae "

The Letter to Johannes Lang
• Turns out that on
November 11, 1517,
Luther wrote a letter
to Lang – we have it!
• It contained vicious
attacks on his former
teachers at the Erfurt
monastery
• The fold marks and
Lang’s writing make it
likely that The Leipzig
Print is the very copy
sent by Luther himself

What does this mean?
• The Original Poster Prints,
likely from Wittenberg’s only
printer Johannes RhauGrunenberg, are lost
• But, Luther himself had a
reprint of the original done
within days
• These were sent to friends
and fellow clergy
• We have a copy of this
reprint, sent by Luther
himself to a fellow monk
within 2 weeks of October
31st.

But wait there's more!

The “Urdruck” – the Original Poster Print
• We know that on
October 31 Luther not
just wrote to Albrecht of
Brandenburg, but also to
other bishops
• Others also sent letters
containing the Theses,
and some Original Poster
Prints were likely
included in many of
these letters
How do we know that?

The “Urdruck” – the Original Poster Print
• A Wittenberg capitular,
One such letter went to
Christoph Scheuerl, a
city official in
Nuremberg
• Scheuerl had the Theses
replicated at the local
printer, producing
copies similar to the
original …
• And: We DO have a
copy of this “Nuremberg
Re-Print”!

Lineage of known prints of 95 Theses

Reprint
by
Luther
Letter to Lang,
dated November
11 (including the
Reprint)

Original
Poster
(lost)
Leipzig
Print

Nuremberg
Print

=

Letter to
Scheurl, mailed
near October 31
(thought to include
an Original)

Reprint
by
Scheuerl
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Differences in the Nuremberg Print
• The numbering is
in segments of 25
Theses
• Here we have
2x25 + 20 = 95
• This was done to
aid oral
disputations:
statements were
defended 25 at a
time

Differences in the Nuremberg Print

 But in Leipzig, Luther is now
Luther …

 In Nuremberg, Luther is still
"Lutther" …

What does this mean?
• For the first time
Luther used his new
name “Luther” (his
birth name is “Luder”
or “Lutther”)
• “Luther” is taken from
Eleutherius
What does this mean?
• Eleutherius roots in
the Greek eleuteria,
WOW!
meaning
Detail from Luther's Leipzig Re-print
'the liberated one'.

Differences in the Nuremberg Print

 But in Leipzig, by his own changes,
Luther has resigned from the Augustinians!

 In Nuremberg, Luther is still
an Augustinian monk …
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“What does this mean?”
Comparing the Re-prints we can tell that within
the two weeks following October 31 two major
changes are documented:
• The once-conforming Augustinian monk "Lutther"
becomes the Eleutherius "Luther", meaning "the
liberated one"
• The newly libarated Luther self-excludes from the
Augustinian Order (see added "Emeritano
Augustiniano" in the Leipzig Print)
• Insight 4: A "new Luther", liberated and no
longer an Augustinian, had emerged as early as
November 11, 1517

And one more thing …
• In Fall 1517 it was by no
means unrealistic to hope for
an open debate on
indulgences among clerics
(hence also the Latin
language)
• The format of the Nuremberg
Print (and by deduction the
lost Original Print) is chosen
to aid such oral disputation:
• By adding the Theses in the
format of 2x25+20 Luther
made it clear to his superiors
that he considered the status
of the indulgences an open
question – to be debated

Detail from Scheurl's
Nuremberg Re-print
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And one more thing …
• And it is true: Only in Fall
1518 did Cardinal Cajetan
produce the legal basis on
which to convict Luther
• But by November 11,
1517, the format of
continually numbered
Leipzig Print indicates
Luther had already
abandoned any hope for
an oral disputation …
• … and had purposefully
readied the format of the
95 Theses for debate in a
whole new medium …
The medium of print !

Detail from Luther's Leipzig Re-print

"The rest is history …"
• Although posters of
95 printed Theses
were likely glued
onto the doors of
many churches by
the university
beadle,
• they DID get
posted, and …
• they DID set the
Reformation in
motion.

“Thank you”
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